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Executive Summary
Guam Football Association Soccer Stadium Contributions
OPA Report No. 18-02, March 2018
The Government of Guam (GovGuam), through Public Law (P.L.) 24-33, entered into a public-private
partnership with the Guam Football Association (GFA) in 1997 to develop a soccer stadium and related
facilities that meet international competition standards. Since then, GovGuam contributed $1.0 million
(M) in tax credits and granted two leases of GovGuam lands to GFA for $1 a year for a period of 30
and 25 years, respectively. In addition, cash appropriations and sponsorship amounting to $1.4M was
contributed to GFA from fiscal year 2012 to 2016.
In response to recent corruption committed by the former GFA President, we reviewed these GovGuam
contributions to determine if they were properly used and monitored by GFA and GovGuam. Our audit
found the following:
 GFA officials did not follow the Federation Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) and
Asian Football Confederation (AFC) codes of ethics provisions on conflict of interest;
 Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) failed to create a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) for the use of the Northern Soccer Stadium;
 GFA significantly delayed remitting the Event Admission Assessment Fee; and
 Guam Visitors Bureau (GVB) did not request for an accounting of the $400 thousand (K) granted
to GFA.
In April 2017, the former GFA President, pleaded guilty in the United States District Court to
corruption and agreed to pay more than $1.1M in forfeitures and penalties. He was charged with two
counts of wire fraud conspiracy in connection with his participation in multiple schemes to accept and
pay bribes to soccer officials and one count of failing to disclose foreign bank accounts. In November
2017, the FIFA Ethics Committee banned him for life from FIFA.
GovGuam and GFA Public-Private Partnership
As part of GovGuam’s public-private partnership with GFA, GovGuam contributed the following:
1. 30,623 sq. m. of land in Dededo and 48,492 sq. m. of land in Agat, valued at $839K and $397K,
respectively, leased to GFA for $1 a year to construct soccer stadiums and facilities.
2. $1.2M in tax credits to construct soccer stadiums requiring GFA to match these funds. $200K of
these tax credits has not been expended.
3. $700K in cash appropriations, received in 2013 and 2016, for additional facilities, a gymnasium
and classroom sports facilities requiring GFA to match these funds. An additional $400K has not
been paid.
4. $400K to host, attend, and participate in the 2018 FIFA World Cup Qualifiers and the 2019 AFC
Asian Cup 2019 preliminary joint qualifiers; and
5. $300K from GVB as sponsorship to host FIFA 2018 World Cup qualifying matches.
GFA also received significant contributions from other sources, which amounts to $8.7M from
calendar year (CY) 2012 to 2016. Our audit only covers contributions made by GovGuam from CY
2012 to 2016, specifically the $1.4M cash appropriation and GVB sponsorship.

Contribution to GFA from CY 2012 – CY 2016
Contributors
Government Guam
Others (FIFA, AFC, etc.)
Total

2012
$
$817,087
$817,087

2013
$ 500,000
$1,668,459
$2,168,459

2014
$
$1,832,996
$1,832,996
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2015
$ 700,000
$2,928,224
$3,628,224

2016
$ 200,000
$1,456,810
$1,656,810

Total
$ 1,400,000
$ 8,703,576
$10,103,576

Potential Conflicts of Interest in Awarding Projects and Reimbursements
Although GFA complied with the matching funds requirements of specific appropriations laws and
funds were used for appropriate purposes, we noted instances of conflicts of interest. For example, four
projects were awarded to a close relative or acquaintance of the former GFA President or Executives,
which did not follow the FIFA and AFC Code of Ethics. In addition, GFA did not solicit bids for these
projects and bid proposals were not on file to ensure that they were getting the best value for money.
We also found that eight reimbursement checks payable to the GFA Executives amounting to $99K
were also co-signed by the payee. Reimbursements should not be signed, even co-signed, by the payee
in order to ensure proper independent authorization, as well as to avoid the appearance of conflict of
interest.
Lack of MOU for the Northern Soccer Stadium
P.L. 27-85, established, as a condition for contributors to receive tax credits, that the soccer stadium
must be available to the public in accordance with an MOU with DPR. However, we found that DPR
failed to create an MOU governing the use of the Northern Soccer Stadium. As a result, the public was
unaware that the Northern Soccer Stadium was constructed with the intent that it will be available to
the general public.
Delays in Remitting Event Admission Assessment Fees
In the Office of Public Accountability (OPA) Report No. 07-15, released in 2007, we found that Event
Admission Assessment Fees were only paid after OPA initiated the audit. In our current audit, we
found that from CY 2012 to 2016, GFA remitted the fees, but with significant delays ranging from 125
to 990 days. As a best practice, GFA should remit the fees timely and such procedure should be
documented in the MOU with DPR.
GVB Did Not Request an Accounting of the $400K Contributed to GFA
P.L. 33-89 appropriated $400K to GFA passed through GVB pertaining to the 2018 FIFA World Cup
and 2019 AFC Asian Cup preliminary joint qualifiers. As a best practice, GVB should request an
accounting for the use of these funds to ensure their proper use.
Conclusion and Recommendation
GovGuam’s objective to develop and construct a comprehensive soccer stadium has been achieved.
However, accountability can be improved over the funds contributed. Since GFA receives significant
contributions from various sources including GovGuam, it is vital for GFA to be transparent on how
funds are used and strictly adhere to its ethical standards particularly avoiding conflicts of interest.
To improve accountability over GFA contributions, we recommend that GFA audited financial
statements be posted on the GFA website to ensure transparency to sponsors and contributors. We also
recommend that DPR prepare and execute the required MOU with GFA to prevent confusion over the
public use of GovGuam properties, and that GVB request an accounting of funds they passed through
to other entities.
Our recommendations to GFA are to: (1) implement policies to ensure competitive project awards, (2)
prohibit payees to sign their checks, and (3) timely remit event admission fees that have been
implemented and closed.

Doris Flores Brooks, CPA, CGFM
Public Auditor
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Introduction
This report presents the results of our performance audit of the Guam Football Association (GFA)
Soccer Stadium Contributions. This audit was initiated in response to a citizen’s concern relative
to GFA’s use of the Government of Guam (GovGuam) funds and allocated resources granted
through appropriations and tax credit.
The audit objectives were to determine if:
1. GFA reasonably and properly expended GovGuam funds;
2. GFA promptly remitted event admission fees; and
3. Authorizing agencies complied with laws, rules, and regulations.
The audit objectives, scope, methodology, and prior audit coverage are detailed in Appendices 1
and 2.

Background
GFA is a non-profit, non-stock association founded in 1975 to establish recreational football in
Guam. GFA is a member of various international federations such as the Asian Football
Confederation (AFC), Federation Internationale de Football Association (FIFA), and the East
Asian Football Federation (EAFF). To prepare for the 1999 South Pacific Games, a public-private
partnership between GovGuam and GFA was established in 1997 to develop a comprehensive
soccer stadium through Public Law (P.L.) 24-33.
After 20 years of the partnership, participation in GFA soccer programs and leagues has increased
significantly. GFA now has approximately 5,000 registered players, coaches, and officials; close
to 150 teams from 13 member clubs and about 1,500 youths participating in the youth league each
season. GFA operates the Northern Soccer Stadium in Dededo and soon another stadium will open
in southern Guam. GFA’s operations and capital improvements are funded by various
organizations and sponsors including GovGuam.
GFA Organizational Structure
GFA is governed by statutes set forth by FIFA and AFC. GFA has nine executives composed of
the President, two Vice-presidents, and six members. The executives do not receive monetary
compensation. Some of these executives have represented Guam in international soccer events
such as competitions, conventions, and others. GFA also employs 21 staff members of which 12
are full-time.
A major change in GFA’s leadership occurred in April 2017, when the former GFA President
stepped down due to corruption charges.
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Former GFA President Guilty of Corruption Charges
The former GFA President was the president of GFA since 2001. In that capacity, he had a vote in
the FIFA presidential elections. He also served at various times as a member and chair of the AFC
Finance Committee, and member of the AFC Executive Committee, AFC Marketing Committee,
and the FIFA Audit and Compliance Committee.
In April 2017, he pleaded guilty to corruption charges and agreed to pay more than $1.1 million
(M) in forfeitures and penalties. Specifically, he was charged with the following:
 Two counts of wire fraud conspiracy in connection with his participation in multiple
schemes to accept and pay bribes to soccer officials; and
 One count of failing to disclose foreign bank accounts.
After the guilty plea, he resigned as the GFA president. To fill the vacancy, an election was held
in July 2017 and the former GFA General Secretary was elected the new President.
In November 2017, the former GFA President was banned for life from FIFA.
Contributions
GovGuam has made significant monetary and non-monetary contributions since the inception of
the partnership in 1997. From calendar year (CY) 2012 to 2016, GovGuam contributed $1.4M or
14% of the $10.1M total contributions received by GFA from various sources. Prior to 2012, tax
credits of $1.0M were also granted, including an additional $200 thousand (K), which is yet to be
expended. Refer to Table 1.
Table 1: Contributions to GFA from CY 2012 – 2016
Contributors
Government Guam
Others (FIFA, AFC, etc.)
Total

2012
$
$817,087
$817,087

2013
$ 500,000
$1,668,459
$2,168,459

2014
$
$1,832,996
$1,832,996

2015
$ 700,000
$2,928,224
$3,628,224

2016
$ 200,0001
$1,456,810
$1,656,810

Total
$ 1,400,000
$ 8,703,576
$10,103,576

GovGuam’s contributions, together with contributions from other donors and sponsors, were used
by GFA to develop the Northern Soccer Stadium. Our audit covers contributions made by
GovGuam from CY 2012 to 2016, specifically the $1.4M cash appropriation and Guam Visitors
Bureau (GVB) sponsorship. GovGuam contributions were as follows:
Lease of Dededo Lot for $1 per year
In 1997, P.L. 24-33 granted GFA the authority to
lease 30,623 square meters (sq. m.) of Dededo land
appraised at $839K, for $1 per year for a period of 30
years. The objective was to construct a soccer stadium
and facilities.
GFA, through various funding sources, has made
significant improvements to the property to include
three soccer fields with artificial turf or natural grass,
Image 1: Northern Soccer Stadium (Photo courtesy of GFA)
1

P.L. 32-207 appropriated $600K, however only $200K has been paid by GovGuam.
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one futsal court, one beach soccer court, and two buildings for classrooms and offices. These
facilities currently have a total value of $3.9M.
Lease of Agat Lot for $1 per year
In 2014, GovGuam signed an agreement with GFA
to establish a soccer stadium and facilities on a
48,492 sq. m. of land in Agat as authorized in P.L.
30-3. The land, appraised at $397K, was leased to
GFA for $1 a year for 25 years. In August 2017,
backfill and leveling were underway.
Image 2: Agat lot, site for the southern soccer center
(Photo courtesy of GFA)

Tax Credits Amounting to $1.2M
In 2004, P.L. 27-85 granted $1.0M in tax credits
for the design and construction of a soccer stadium.
GFA utilized these funds to construct the GFA
building, parking lot, futsal field, beach soccer
court, lighting, and the lower artificial turf pitch.
This was funded not only by GovGuam
contributions, but also by donations from various
sources, such as FIFA. The tax credits were
reviewed in the Office of Public Accountability
(OPA) Report No. 07-15 issued in November 2007
and OPA Report No. 15-06 issued in October
2015.

Image 3: GFA Soccer Stadium – Lower field with Artificial Turf

In 2010, P.L. 30-101 increased the tax credits to $1.2M allocating $200K for the construction of
the Southern Soccer Stadium and facilities on the Agat property. As of 2017, the remaining $200K
has yet to be expended but work was started to backfill the property. We did not review these tax
credits for propriety and compliance with law.
$500K Appropriation
In September 2012, P.L. 31-233 appropriated $500K, which was paid in 2013, to GFA through the
Guam Economic Development Authority (GEDA) to develop additional facilities in the Northern
Soccer Stadium. GFA used this appropriation to partially finance the installation of one of the
artificial turfs located in the upper ground of the Northern Soccer Stadium.

Image 4: Solar panels used to help power the GFA
main office and nighttime games and activities.
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Image 5: Northern Soccer Stadium – Upper field with
Artificial Turf

This project was also funded by FIFA through its fifth Goal Project2. In addition, the appropriation
was used to partly fund a Solar Power System also partially funded by FIFA through its Income
Generation Programme (Green Project). The cost for these two major projects amounted to $689K
and $755K, respectively.
$600K Appropriation
In October 2014, P.L. 32-207, appropriated $600K to GFA through GEDA to develop a
gymnasium and classroom sports facilities in the Northern Soccer Stadium. Although $600K was
appropriated to GFA, only $200K was paid in 2016. GFA used this $200K appropriation to
partially fund the construction of the GFA National Academy Center.

Image 6: Northern Soccer Stadium – Newly constructed GFA National Academy Center.

The total project cost was $1.2M and partially funded by GFA and FIFA. The project was
completed in the last quarter of 2016 and operations started in April 2017. Currently, coaching and
refereeing courses, meetings, and workshops are held in this location.
$400K for the FIFA 2018 World Cup Qualifiers
In November 2015, through P.L. 33-89, $400K was
appropriated to GFA through GVB to host, attend, and
participate in the FIFA 2018 World Cup and the AFC
Asian Cup 2019 preliminary joint qualification
matches.
$300K GVB Sponsorship to Host FIFA World Cup
Qualifying Matches.
In addition to the appropriation in November 2015, the
GVB Board approved a $300K sponsorship to GFA to
Image 7: World Cup Qualifier, Guam’s first ever win.
host the FIFA World Cup qualifying matches. This (Photo courtesy of GFA)
sponsorship also named GFA as an ambassador of
Guam through its national program, to elevate Guam as a viable sports competition destination
and promote the island’s profile in international football.

2

Goal Project is a FIFA grant program for developing football infrastructure in member associations around the
world.
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Using these two latter funding sources and contributions from various sources, Guam hosted the
qualifier matches where Guam won its first two games against the Turkmenistan and India teams.
Guam’s third match with Oman resulted in a draw and its final two matches were lost to India and
Iran. Guam finished in fourth place and earned a berth in the AFC Asian Cup UAE 2019 qualifiers.
However, in December 2016, Guam withdrew from the AFC tournament due to lack of funds.
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Results of Audit
In our review of the GFA’s Soccer Stadium contributions by GovGuam, we found the following:





GFA officials did not follow FIFA and AFC Codes of Ethics provisions related to conflicts
of interest;
Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) failed to create a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) on the use of the Northern Soccer Stadium;
GFA significantly delayed remitting the Event Admission Assessment Fee; and
GVB did not request for an accounting of the $400K funds granted to GFA.

Potential Conflicts of Interest in Awarding Projects and Reimbursements
Although GFA complied with the matching funds requirements of specific appropriations laws
and at the same time, funds were used for appropriate purposes, we noted instances of conflicts of
interest as follows:
 Projects were awarded to a close relative or acquaintance; and
 Check reimbursement issued to and co-signed by the same person.
Projects Awarded to Close Relative or Acquaintance
GFA is governed by statutes set forth by FIFA and AFC. Based on FIFA’s Code of Ethics, “persons
bound by the Code may not abuse their position in any way, especially to take advantage of their
position for private aims or gains.” It further states, “persons bound by the Code shall avoid any
situation that could lead to conflicts of interest.” The FIFA Code of Ethics define private or
personal interests to include gaining possible advantage for the persons bound by the code
themselves, their family, relatives, friends, and acquaintances.
Our review of the spending of the $500K and $600K appropriations, including the corresponding
matching funds, showed that eight vendors were contracted to provide services to GFA. Four of
these vendors were a relative or acquaintance of the executives of GFA. Specifically:


Project A for $22K, fully funded by GovGuam, was awarded to a company owned by an
immediate family member of a GFA executive. The vendor was contracted to install a
fence for the upper field with artificial turf.



Project B for $15K, fully funded by GovGuam, was awarded to a company owned by an
immediate family member of the former GFA President. The vendor installed the typhoon
shutters of the newly constructed GFA classroom.



Project C for $755K, of which GovGuam funded $243K, was awarded to a company owned
by an acquaintance of the former GFA President. The former GFA President and the
president of the contracted company were officers of the same civic organization on Guam.
The vendor installed a 100kW Grid-Tie Solar Energy System expected to produce
approximately 234,000 kWh of electricity per year with an estimated service lifespan of 20
years. According to GFA, there were limited renewable energy vendors during the
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inception of the project. However, per our inquiry with DRT, there were at least five
vendors3 registered to provide solar power systems on Guam in 2012.


Project D for $1.2M, of which GovGuam funded $54K, was awarded to a vendor who
provided services to a company owned by the family of two GFA executives. The
contracted vendor had renovated the family restaurant of the former GFA President and
homes owned by a GFA executive. The vendor constructed the GFA National Academy
Center (new building).

For five of the eight projects, we noted that GFA did not advertise in a local newspaper nor solicit
quotations or proposals, a standard practice that helps entities determine if they are getting the best
offer. GFA officials indicated that they had solicited bids for Project D, but could not find the
proposals submitted by the prospective vendors. Therefore, we could not validate whether the
contract was awarded to the best offeror. Moreover, since the vendor for Project D also provided
services to the GFA executives, it appears that such vendor had an advantage over the other
prospective contractors.
Upon discussion with GFA on this issue, GFA recognized the potential conflict and shared that
FIFA also cited findings on conflict of interest. GFA explained that this might be due to a lack of
clear procurement policy and to correct the issue, they started to draft the policy in August 2017,
prior to the inception of this audit. This policy was approved by the Executive Committee in
December 2017, which details the procedure to ensure procurements are competitively sourced
and documented. Therefore, our recommendation to implement a procurement policy as a result
of this finding was closed.
Although the recommendation was closed, we suggest that as a best practice, construction bids
more than $100K be advertised in a local newspaper and posted on the GFA website similar to the
GovGuam policy. We further suggest the GFA Executive Committee to consider posting the
procurement policy on the GFA website to promote transparency to GFA’s sponsors and
contributors.
Checks Issued To and Signed By Payee
Of all the assets of an organization, cash is the most susceptible to fraud and the easiest to
misappropriate. In order to avoid this, internal controls over check disbursements is important.
In our review of the documents submitted by GFA, we noted instances where the payee also cosigned the check. Eight checks amounting to $99K were payable to and at the same time co-signed
by GFA Executives.
These checks were reimbursements related to the FIFA World Cup Qualifier matches.
We recognized that there were mitigating controls, such as dual signatories on checks, check
disbursement approval by the Executive Board and a requirement to submit supporting documents;
however, in order to avoid the appearance of gaining any possible advantage and ensure proper
and independent authorization, reimbursements should not be signed, even co-signed, by the

3

The audit team did not confirm whether these vendors were capable of installing the specification for a solar power
system required by GFA.
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payee. GFA advised that a policy wherein check signatory no longer signs checks issued to them
was implemented back in December 2016.
Therefore, our recommendation to implement a policy prohibiting this conflict as a result of this
finding was closed.

DPR Failed to Create an MOU
P.L. 27-85 enacted in April 2004, states that as a condition for GFA’s contributors to be entitled
to the tax benefits of the program, the soccer stadium and facilities must be available to the general
public in accordance with an MOU between GFA and DPR governing use of the property.
Our review revealed that DPR failed to create an MOU for the use of the Northern Soccer Stadium.
DPR further confirmed that there is no oversight or coordination between DPR and GFA for its
use. Since DPR failed to oversee and establish GovGuam’s presence in the soccer stadium
operations, this created an impression that the Northern Soccer Stadium is privately owned by
GFA. As a result, the public was unaware that the Northern Soccer Stadium was constructed with
the intent that it will be available to the general public.
GFA stated that the Northern Soccer Stadium is available to the public, as specified in the law.
GFA further advised that anyone who needs to use the property should coordinate with their office
to check the availability of the fields. They also confirmed that there is no MOU on the use of the
property, but instead referred us to the License Agreement between DPR and GFA issued in 1999
to develop the soccer stadium and facilities.
The Northern Soccer Stadium is currently utilized by the GFA League for practice and during
competitions. GFA also has 13 member clubs who use the Northern Soccer Stadium during
competitions. These 13 member clubs have designated locations throughout the island for practice,
mostly on unfenced vacant lots set-up for soccer practice. Private schools and other soccer clubs
that do not have their own field are also utilizing these same fields.
The Northern Soccer Stadium can be rented by member clubs and private schools for practice or
games. The rates range from $50 to $150 depending on the purpose and type of field. In
comparison, a commercial soccer field rental fee is $80 per hour while the University of Guam
Soccer Field rental fee ranges from $25 to $100 depending on its purpose. Refer to Table 2 below.
Table 2: Soccer Field Rental Fee

We recognize that GFA has made significant improvements to the Northern Soccer Stadium and
facilities and has maintained and safeguarded the property. The lack of MOU may have had little
10

impact on the property’s development and maintenance, but the MOU would have clarified the
public’s use of the property. In order to attain the soccer stadium’s intended purpose, we
recommend that DPR and GFA prepare the MOU as required by law and for DPR to closely liaise
with GFA on the use of the property.

Delays in Remitting Event Admission Assessment Fees
Pursuant to Title 12 Guam Code Annotated §77303, organizers of any event held at the soccer
stadium and facilities for which a fee is charged for admission, shall pay to GovGuam, an
admission assessment of two dollars ($2.00) per paid admission or ten percent (10%) of the
admission charged, whichever is less. However, no timeline for remittance was stipulated in this
law.
One finding in OPA Report No. 07-15, was that the Event Admission Assessment Fees were only
paid after OPA initiated the audit. The current audit found that from CY 2012 to CY 2016, GFA
remitted the fees, but with significant delays ranging from 125 to 990 days. For instance, we found
2015 fees for Independent Interscholastic Athletic Association of Guam (IIAAG) Championships
held in May 2014 were remitted in January 2017 and fees for FIFA events held in June 2015 were
remitted in July 2017. For these two examples, it took GFA 990 and 769 days, respectively, to
submit payments to GovGuam. Refer to Table 3.
We also noted that FIFA event fees were only paid after the legislative inquiry in June 2017.
Table 3: Event Admission Assessment Fee4

In response, GFA advised that their policy changed in July 2017 to remit the fees the following
month after the event. For example, the event fees for a recent IIAAG event held in December
2017 were remitted to GovGuam in January 2018.
Therefore, our recommendation for GFA to implement a policy to timely remit admissions fees as
a result of this finding was closed. However, we recommend that DPR include the provisions of
this policy in the MOU with GFA.
4

The audit team did not verify the accuracy of the event admission fees collected by GFA.
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GVB Did Not Request an Accounting of the $400K Contributed to GFA
To comply with P.L. 33-89, GVB disbursed $400K to GFA in February 2016 for the 2018 FIFA
World Cup and 2019 AFC Asian Cup preliminary joint qualification matches. Upon our inquiry
on how the funds were utilized, GVB advised that an accounting of the funds was not requested
from GFA. The law did not specifically require GFA to submit supporting documents to GVB
since this was a pass-through appropriation. From the documentation provided by GFA to OPA,
we tested eight expenses and determined that all eight tested samples amounting to $133K were
used for its intended purpose.
Although funds were expended as required by the law, it is best practice for the authorizing agency
to account for how funds were utilized. We recommend that GVB request an accounting of passthrough funds disbursed to other entities to ensure that all public funds are expended properly.

Other Matters
Our review of GFA’s financial statements from CY 2012 – CY 2016 found that GFA received a
total of $8.3M from donors and sponsors averaging 75% of GFA’s total income. Refer to Table 4.
Table 4: GFA Revenue for CY 2012 – CY 2016

The financial statements for CY 2014 – CY 2016 were audited by an external auditor and received
unmodified “clean” opinions for three consecutive years. Financial statements for CY 2013 and
prior were not externally audited and only an agreed upon procedure was performed.
OPA acknowledges that as a requirement, GFA’s annual financial statements are submitted to
OPA and the Legislature and posted on their website. However, GFA does not post historical
financial statements and their audit reports on their website. To demonstrate transparency to their
sponsors and contributors, we recommend that GFA post all audited financial statements to the
GFA website.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
Since fiscal year (FY) 1997, GovGuam has contributed $1.2M5 in tax credits and leased to GFA
30,623 sq. m. of land in Dededo and 48,492 sq. m. of land in Agat for $1 per year for 30 and 25
years, respectively. In addition, GovGuam contributed $1.4M6 in appropriated funds from FY
2012 to 2016 for the construction of soccer stadium and facilities.
Overall, we found the GovGuam funds were used to advance the growing sport of soccer on Guam.
However, accountability for use of these funds can be improved. Soccer is a popular sport with
generous sponsors that include GovGuam. Therefore, accountability and transparency are very
important parts of this venture. Moreover, recent events that culminated with the former GFA
President pleading guilty in April 2017 in the U.S. District Court to corruption charges in his role
at GFA, prompted a closer look at the use of these funds.
Our audit of these contributions found the following:





GFA officials did not follow FIFA and AFC codes of ethics provisions related to conflicts
of interest;
DPR failed to create an MOU for the use of the Northern Soccer Stadium as required by
law;
GFA significantly delayed remitting the Event Admission Assessment Fee; and
GVB did not request for an accounting of the $400K funds granted to GFA.

Therefore, we recommend the following:
1. To GFA:
 Implement a procurement policy to ensure procurement is competitively and fairly
sourced and documented;
 Implement a check disbursement policy to prohibit conflicts whereby the payee is also
a check signatory;
 Implement a policy to timely remit admissions fees no later than the month following
an event held at the soccer stadium; and
 Post historical GFA financial statements and audit reports on the GFA website.
2. To DPR:
 Prepare and execute an MOU governing the use of the Northern Soccer Stadium to
include timely payments of the Event Admission Assessment Fees.
3. To GVB:
 As a best practice, request an accounting of pass-through funds disbursed by GVB to
other entities to ensure that all public funds were expended properly.
We acknowledge the efforts of GFA to proactively address several findings and recommendations
and that these corrective actions, such as creating policies and procedures for procurement, check
disbursements, and remitting admissions fees to GovGuam, were initiated prior to the inception of
our audit. Therefore, these recommendations have been implemented and closed as of the issuance
of this report.
5
6

$200K of this tax credit, allocated to the Southern Sports Complex, has not been expended.
This does not include $400K of the $600K appropriated per P.L. 32-207 that has not been paid by GovGuam.
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Classification of Monetary Amounts

Finding Description
1. Conflict of Interest in Awarding
Projects and Reimbursement
Project Awarded to a Close
Relative
Project Awarded to an
Acquaintance
Checks Issued and Signed
by the Same Signatory
Subtotal

Potential
Savings

Unrealized
Revenues

Other
Financial
Impact

36,689

$

-

$

-

$

-

$ 297,154

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

98,518

$

-

$

-

$

-

$ 432,361

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

$

-

$

-

$

-

$ 400,000

$ 432,361

$

-

$

-

$ 411,588

Questioned
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A draft report was transmitted to GFA, DPR, and GVB in February 2018 for their official
responses. We met with GFA officials on February 14, 2018 to discuss our findings and
recommendations where GFA expressed their general concurrence with the findings and
recommendations.
On February 26, 2018, GFA provided their official response and concurred with the
recommendations. We acknowledged that GFA had already implemented three of the four
recommendations prior to this report. The fourth recommendation to post historical financial
statements and audit reports on their website is projected for implementation on March 31, 2018.
In their response, GFA provided additional commentary to certain findings in the draft report:
1. Projects Awarded to Close Relative and Acquaintance
GFA explained circumstances for the procurement for Projects A, C, and D.
OPA Reply: Regardless of the explanations provided, the projects were awarded without a
documented competitive process to include lack of advertisement for projects amounting
to more than $500K to justify awarding these projects to relatives and acquaintances of
GFA executives, including the former GFA President. The recently approved GFA
procurement policy addressed this, however, we suggest that the bids be advertised in the
local newspaper and posted on the GFA website.
2. DPR Failed to Create a MOU
GFA contended that the January 1999 License Agreement between DPR and GFA
authorized by P.L. 24-33 is the MOU required by P.L. 27-85.
OPA Reply: The License Agreement does not address public access to the Northern Soccer
Stadium as specified in P.L. 27-85, which authorized tax credits for those who financially
assist with creating the stadium. Conversely, P.L. 24-33 provided the land for the facilities.
See Appendix 3 for GFA’s management response.
On March 1, 2018, DPR provided their official response indicating the MOU will be completed in
March 2018.
See Appendix 4 for DPR’s management response.
On February 28, 2018, GVB provided their official response disagreeing with our recommendation
to request an accounting of pass-through funds although not specified in law. GVB stated it does
not have the authority to impose additional requirements not provided in the law.
OPA Reply: We realize the law did not require GVB to obtain a report on the use of the $400K
appropriation and recommended GVB to request an accounting of the funds as a best practice to
demonstrate accountability for public funds. Requesting the accounting of the funds does not
require legislation.
See Appendix 5 for GVB’s management response.
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The legislation creating the Office of Public Accountability requires agencies to prepare a
corrective action plan to implement audit recommendation, to document the progress of
implementing the recommendation, and to endeavor to complete implementation of the
recommendation no later than the beginning of the next fiscal year. We will be contacting GFA,
DPR, and GVB to provide a target date and title of the official(s) responsible for implementing the
recommendation.
We appreciate the cooperation given to us by GFA, DPR, and GVB during the course of this audit.
We further acknowledge GFA’s assistance by providing us with requested documents and
responses to our inquiries immediately.

OFFICE OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY

Doris Flores Brooks, CPA, CGFM
Public Auditor
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Appendix 1:

Objectives, Scope & Methodology
The audit objectives were to determine if:

(1) GFA reasonably and properly expended GovGuam funds;
(2) GFA promptly remitted Event Admission Assessment Fees; and
(3) Authorizing agencies complied with laws, rules, and regulations.
The scope of the audit was January 1, 2012 (CY 2012) thru December 31, 2016 (CY 2016),
covering the cash appropriations and sponsorship amounting to $1.4M granted by GovGuam.
Audit Methodology
To accomplish our objectives, we reviewed the laws, policies, and prior audits related to GFA. We
also performed the following audit procedures:
1. Obtained an understanding of the nature of the appropriations by conducting interviews and/or
walkthroughs with GFA and the authorizing agencies namely GEDA, DPR, and GVB.
2. Obtained and analyzed:
a. Evidence of matching grant funds;
b. Project plans;
c. Subsequent invoices for projects funded by the appropriation.
3. Tested supporting documents for the $500K and $600K appropriations to determine:
a. If the matching funds and subsequent use of funds were supported by an invoice and
payment receipt;
b. If the funds were used according to its intended purpose;
c. If the projects have corresponding project plans; and
d. If the projects were properly procured.
4. Tested eight transactions for the $400K appropriation to determine:
a. If the matching funds and subsequent use of funds were supported by an invoice and
payment receipt;
b. If the funds were used according to its intended purpose; and
c. If the projects were properly procured.
5. Tested 24 transactions for the Event Admission Assessment Fees:
a. 14 transactions were tested by tracing from GFA records to the supporting documents
to determine if the computation of assessment fees were accurate; and
b. 10 transactions were tested by tracing from the supporting documents to GFA records
to determine if transactions were recorded.
We conducted this audit in accordance with the standards for performance audits contained in
Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States of
America. These standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient,
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our
audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
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Appendix 2:

Prior Audit Coverage
We noted two audit reports related to the tax credit program that directly cited GFA:
OPA Report No. 07-15 (Released in 2007): Government of Guam Tax Credit Programs
The audit noted that GEDA did not effectively monitor the tax credit programs. Specifically on
the soccer stadium, they found that:
 There was lack of public announcement to invite companies to participate in any of the
tax credit program, which allowed groups to select favored companies;
 There was lack of verification and documentation of the dollar for dollar matching
requirement paid by GFA amounting to $595K;
 A former GEDA Acting Administrator authorized four soccer stadium tax credits of
$398,663 for the subsidiary company and was hired by the parent company; and
 A current GEDA Acting Administrator authorized tax credits of $167,827 to the
subsidiary company where a close relative was employed by the parent company.
Five related recommendations were made for this audit, and all were closed as of January 2018.
OPA Report No. 15-06 (Released in 2015): Government of Guam Tax Credit Programs
The audit team found that admission assessment payments were not being monitored by the
Department of Administration, DRT, or GEDA. The audit team recommended the agencies to
develop proper protocols to ensure that the required admission assessments for the Soccer Stadium
are collected and recorded.
This audit recommendation is still open and will be addressed through the DPR recommendation.
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Appendix 7:

Status of Audit Recommendations
No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Addressee

Status

Action Required

CLOSED

None

GFA

Implement a check disbursement
policy to prohibit conflicts
whereby the payee is also a check
signatory.

CLOSED

None

GFA

Implement a policy to timely
remit admissions fees no later
than the month following an event
held at the soccer stadium.

CLOSED

None

OPEN

Please provide
target date and
title of official(s)
responsible for
implementing the
recommendation.

OPEN

Please provide
target date and
title of official(s)
responsible for
implementing the
recommendation.

OPEN

Please provide
target date and
title of official(s)
responsible for
implementing the
recommendation

GFA

GFA

DPR

GVB

Audit Recommendation
Implement a procurement policy
to ensure procurements are
competitively and fairly sourced
and documented.

Post
historical
financial
statements and audit reports on
the GFA website.

Prepare an MOU governing the
use of the Northern Soccer
Stadium to include timely
payments of the Event Admission
Assessment Fees.
.
Request an accounting of passthrough funds disbursed by GVB
to other entities to ensure that all
public funds were being expended
properly.
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MISSION STATEMENT
To ensure the public trust and assure good governance,
we conduct audits and administer procurement appeals,
independently, impartially, and with integrity.

VISION
The Government of Guam is the model for good governance in the Pacific.
OPA is a model robust audit office.

CORE VALUES
Objectivity: To have an independent and impartial mind.
Professionalism: To adhere to ethical and professional standards.
Accountability: To be responsible and transparent in our actions.

REPORTING FRAUD, WASTE, AND ABUSE






Call our HOTLINE at 47AUDIT (472-8348)
Visit our website at www.opaguam.org
Call our office at 475-0390
Fax our office at 472-7951
Or visit us at Suite 401, DNA Building in Hagåtña

All information will be held in strict confidence.

